where L is the nonlinear operator that steps the model forward in time; t f is the final time the weight of the model inputs and dynamics (broken up into the initial conditions, exter-301 nal forcing fields, and internal model physics, respectively).
302
The adjoint sensitivities computed in this study are the derivatives of J in Eq. 2 303 with respect to one of the ocean mixing parameters: the base-10 logarithm of the diapyc-304 nal diffusivity (log 10 (κ d )) or the Redi coefficient (κ Redi ). Both of these mixing parameters 305 were pre-optimized (i.e., before the full ECCO optimization was performed for the other 306 control variables) and their values are used in each simulation run here. Thus, the adjoint Table 2 lists of all of the observationally-derived ocean mixing parameter products from 451 parameterizations and biogeochemical tracer climatologies we use as well as the misfits 452 calculated in each adjoint sensitivity experiment. It is important to note that a base-10 453 logarithm of the diapycnal diffusivities is taken in each simulation, which stabilizes the 454 numerics of the model and reduces the adjoint sensitivities relative to using the untrans-455 formed diapycnal diffusivities. We take the ECCOv4r3 solution as initial conditions and 456 perform an adjoint calculation for each of the five experiments. Only one year was run 457 for each of these simulations because we are using time-invariant climatologies, and one 458 year suffices to demonstrate the point that the assimilation of a biogeochemical tracer may 459 reduce the bias in the ocean mixing parameter estimates, as argued below. 460 In order to conclude that assimilation of biogeochemical tracers in a new re-optimization 461 of ECCO would lead to a more accurate estimate of ocean mixing parameter K, two con-462 ditions must be satisfied. The first condition is that the observationally-derived ocean mix-463 ing parameter from a parameterization K has a smaller bias with respect to independent 464 observations than the model's estimate of K. We devote the first portion of our study to 465 determining whether this is true for the diapycnal diffusivities. tions from below the mixed layer to a depth of 2 km. In order to use a consistent com-507 parison method for both ECCO and GEOS5/MOM5 output, we need to account for the 508 fact that the GEOS5/MOM5 output is time-varying. Therefore, we use the method de- surface temperatures, and fixed zero net water input for global sea level), which we do 548 not explore further in the present study. We only include the GMAO S2S Ocean Analysis 549 result here to suggest that data assimilation systems, particularly ones that are based on 550 filter-based sequential assimilation methods, may require stronger constraints on their di-551 apycnal diffusivities to prevent them from becoming too unrealistic. One way to do this is 552 to assimilate ocean mixing parameters. Another possible method is to assimilate a biogeo-553 chemical tracer, which is proposed later in this study. Confidential manuscript submitted to Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems (JAMES) nal diffusivities are too large in some regions and too small in other regions, but the dis-574 agreements tend to be smaller than those for the ECCO-estimated diapycnal diffusivities. (Table 2) for each respective experiment in order to make each point more comparable with another.
The adjoint sensitivities are calculated over just one year (1992) . 
